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Abstract: 
 

This paper encompasses on the education system in the slums of Bangalore 
region. Recent studies have revealed that the factors which facilitates why the 
children drop outs are more. In this study it more focuses on the reasons to 
drop schooling and what people feel about education. 

At the end of this paper it reveals the need of the education and plebeians’ 
think about the girl really need the education, not only for the family 
betterment but also for the earning of bread and butter and to improve the 
standard of living/life style. 

The survey of this region revealed that most of the people are interested in 
sending their children to the schools preferably government schools as they 
are finding it difficult to send children to the private school because of the 
high fees structure, even though government schools collect less fees and 
favorable installments.  
 
Keywords: Education system, Girl education, Educational need, Education in 
slums, Government and Education. 

 
 
Introduction: 
Education is a structure of wisdom in which knowledge, dexterity and convention of a 
group of individuals are conveyed   from one generation to another with the help of 
teaching, training and so on.  
 Now a day’s education has become a weapon to survive and to serve the country.  
Every country’s government took the initiative to promote education irrespective of 
policies, plan, and act. When we look the initiatives of our government on education, 
it is quite convincing. The government has taken the lead to educate the citizen by 
providing lot of facilities to the general public predominantly primary education.  
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 This research paper is alienated into four levels which are as follows. Level I 
projects on the concise assess of importance of education and initiatives of 
government on education. The reasons for school droppings and problems faced by 
the people in slums are discussed in Level II. Is there any need to educate the girl in 
the slums is portrayed in level III. The final Level projects on findings and consensus. 
 
 
Objectives: 

1. To understand the reasons for dropping schools in slums 
2. To know the problems accentuate the school dropping 
3. To understand the need of the girl education in the region 

 
 
Research Methodology: 
The study has been undertaken in Bangalore Urban region slums. Bangalore urban 
has been divided into three major regions namely: Region I, Region II, and Region 
III. Paravathy puram, Bandepuram, Azad Nagar, Momin puram, Valmiki Nagar, 
Kalashipalya regions are chosen for the study. Technique of Random sampling was 
adapted to for the selection of the region. A sample of 600 respondents was taken. 
Scientifically structured and interview schedule was used to accumulate primary data. 
 Primary data was collected by adopting survey method. Techniques of Tabular 
analysis were drawn to obtain percentages.  
 
 
Importance of the education: 
Education is playing a pivotal role in the improvement of mankind. It’s not all about 
studying and getting the degree or the post graduate degree. It’s all about how we 
carry our life in a proper direction, with the help of education to improve our 
knowledge. The aim of education is to enhance literacy rate to the culmination. We 
must aspire that every individual of our nation is educated and self-governed.  
 
 
Government and education: 
The constitution of India has committed that there will be free and compulsory 
education to all the children up to fourteen years. Recently the parliament of India 
passed Right to Education (RTE) Act through which education has become the 
fundamental right of all the children between 6 to 14 years. The provision also 
provides the obligation on the state to take all necessary steps to ensure that every 
child participates in, and completes elementary education. This act is implemented in 
all aided schools to provide free education to at least 25% children. This scheme also 
initiates on mid day meal to cover up upper primary classes. Under provisions of right 
of children for education, no child shall be failed or expelled up to 8th class/ standard.  
 Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA) was launched in the year 2001 by the government 
of India which focuses on its guidelines, planning methodology and data on the 
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elementary education.  It also focuses on satisfactory quality with emphasis on 
education for life. It emphasizes on the education of girls and of children with special 
needs as well as computer education. 
  
 
Findings and Discussion: 
The reasons for school dropping are listed below. The statistical data are portrayed in 
the Table: 1.  

 
 

Table1: Reasons for school droppings (N=600) 
 

Sl. No. Reasons Region I Region IIRegion IIIPercentage 
1. Lack of finance 108(200) 157(200) 175(200) 73.333 
2. Lack of education awareness 98(200) 118(200) 169(200) 64.166 
3. To Earn bread and butter 125(200) 168(200) 180(200) 78.833 
4. Expelled/ detained in the 

Annual examination 
120(200) 135(200) 148(200) 67.166 

5. Is the school near to the house130(200) 140(200) 160(200) 71.666 
6. Lack of  interest in studies 80(200) 95(200) 130(200) 50.833 

 
 

 As the people of these areas are struggling to get the basic needs, they are quite 
not interested in sending their children to the schools as no money to shell out. The 
family which shows the interest to send their kids to the school, as lack of education 
awareness regards which school facilitates/help them to take up their child for the 
education.  
 In many families the head of the family is female as her husband is died or not 
able to take the responsibility to give the family the better life. In this situation female 
rely on the children to earn bread and butter. In addition to this family will have more 
kids and they think that more kids work at least they can survive and satisfy their 
basic needs and also to improve their standard of living.  
 As the school dropouts are concern the one of the reason is that students are 
expelled in the examination through this there is no scope for further study or no 
rejoining the school. It is also been observed that lack of interest in studies lead to the 
school droppings. And parents expect that school should be near to their place to send, 
if the school is far then they won’t entertain the kids to the school. 
 The observed problems which influence the kids/ children to go for school leaving 
are as follows. The experimental figures are projected in the Table: 2. 
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Table2: Problems facing by the respondents (N=600) 
 

Sl. No. Problems Region I Region IIRegion IIIPercentage 
1. Lack of Availability of 

Government schools 
140(200) 165(200) 195(200) 83.333 

2. Expensive fee structure 160(200) 178(200) 190(200) 88.00 
3. Availing Scholarship facility 40(200) 36(200) 30(200) 17.667 
4. Lack of support from the government145(200) 160(200) 180(200) 80.833 
5. Lack of employment 156(200) 163(200) 180(200) 83.166 

 
 

 Lack of government schools: In this region it’s been   observed that hardly 
government schools are situated. Slum people revealed that keeping one government 
school in the area which is far away from the locality is of no use as it is quite 
difficult to send the children to the school. In addition with this they demand more 
number of schools to be established nearby place where it will be easy for the local 
people to send their children to the school. 
 Expensive fees structure: The areas where the government schools are not sited, 
Private schools are taking advantage by increasing the fees structure which slums 
locality unable to pay. They also projected that annual fees and monthly fees are 
collected by the private school. 
 Availing scholarship facilities: Very few children are utilizing the facility as 
parents find difficulty in getting the proper scholarship for their children. 
 Lack of support from the government: people come across there is no support 
from the government on education even though government has taken many 
initiatives to improve and to enhance the literacy rate in the state, these initiatives/ 
benefits are not reaching to the needy people. In addition to this the families are quite 
interested to send their children to the schools.  
 Lack of employment: As cost of living in the state is massively increasing, the 
condition of the slum people remains the same. It has been experiential that there is 
lot of unemployment exists in these areas. Many of these work on the daily wages, 
Coolie, Agarbathi/Incense works to satisfy their basic needs and could not meet their 
own expectation.    
 The perception/view of the slum people on girl education is projected and 
accepted is as follows. The statistical aspects are revealed in the Table: 3. 
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Table3: Is there need to educate the girl in the family (N=600) 
 

Sl. No. Girl Education Region I Region II Region IIIPercentage
1. Betterment of the family 154(200)132(200) 90(200) 62.667 
2. Improve standard of living150(200)126(200) 70(200) 57.667 
3. Earn bread and butter 130(200)120(200) 90(200) 56.667 
4. Economic Independence/ 

Self betterment 
140(200)118(200) 103(200) 60.167 

5. Difficulty in getting good 
marriage alliance 

120(200)147(200) 160(200) 71.167 

 
 

 As the government policies and the awareness to educate the girl has increased, 
slum people also showing the more interest to educate the girl child. Parents feel that 
if the girl is educated she can take care of the family for the betterment; 
indirectly/directly she helps in life style and they also crave to see their child to be 
independent and want not to lead her life in misery as they are facing.  It is been 
revealed that the educated girl in these areas will not get the good marriage alliance as 
there is no educate guy in the area. And if the family of educated girl looks the guy 
other /middle class families, no proposal will be accepted.   
 
 
Conclusion: 
Education is one of the great weapons to lead better life. The slum people are keen 
interested to change their life style and standard of living with the help of education 
and also believe that give better life to their children. Due to the lack of co-ordination 
between the government support and the family, the trend in these areas is not 
changing. As far as education of girl is concern it has been improved from the 
thinking point of view and special thanks to globalization where people are looking 
for their children future in very better way. And same time people are projecting 
themselves in a good conduct to take their children career seriously.  
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